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Give your existing patio or pool deck areas new life and beauty with our Overlay Collection™ thin paver tile prod-
ucts. Whether your home features vinyl siding, brick, wood or Dryvit construction, you will find a shape, color, and 
pattern in our Overlay Collection to complement your building’s appearance.

These durable, thin “resurface” paver tiles can transform your outdoor applications such as a poolscape, walkway 
or front porch with their classic beauty and ease of installation.  They are great for remodeling cracked or worn 
concrete (or simply to provide a crisp new look over standard concrete) and will last for generations.

Note: The Overlay Collection thin paver tiles are for pedestrian use only and should not be used for vehicular applications, such as drive-
ways or roadways.
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- RECOMMENDED INSTALLATION TECHNIQUES -

1. Verify existing surface is suitable to accept thin paver overlays. Height variations due to cracking or settling must 
be structurally corrected prior to installation.

2. Border restraints are created by adhering the outside pavers to the existing surface with thin set or concrete ad-
hesive. Make certain the height of the border is consistent with that of the field. 
Note: never use a plate tamper to compact thin paver products!

3. Use washed concrete sand as a base over existing concrete surfaces. Depending on the minor variations in the 
deck, use a 1/4" to 1/2" layer of this concrete sand that conforms to ASTM C33 grading requirements.

4. Extensions for deck drains and skimmer lids are to be used on pool decks.

5. Using a wet saw or other appropriate cutter, make precise cuts avoiding ragged or damaged edges. No paver 
less than 1/3 of the original size should be installed.

6. To create the interlock, sweep concrete sand or an approved overlay-specific polymeric sand into the joints.
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overlay product dimensions (in)
wgt/
unit

sf/
pallet

total 
pieces

wgt/
pallet

Classic Cobble™ 6 x 6 x 11/8 3lbs 140 525 1870

6 x 9 x 11/8 5lbs 150 375 2132

Coping™ Standard 4 x 9 x 11/8 3lbs 112 336 1309
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